
Almost a decade ago, I mused in print about whether academic library-user education 
had made any progress in the past 25 years (Hardesty, 1999). As I wrote then, my career has 
spanned most of the modern era of library-user instruction, which I date from a presentation 
by Evan Farber, then College Librarian at Earlham College, at the 1969 American Library As-
sociation Conference (see Kennedy, 1970). Library-user education (an umbrella term for one 
of the various rubrics used over the years, e.g. library orientation, bibliographic instruction, 
library instruction, information literacy, information fluency) has had a long history dating back 
to the 19th century (Hardesty, Schmidt, & Tucker, 1986). In the mid-1970s, the Instruction 
Section of the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) formed (originally as the 
Bibliographic Instruction Section) and soon became the second largest section in ACRL, and 
arguably the most active. As a result, academic librarians began discussing elements of library-
user instruction with increasingly sophisticated understanding of the challenges involved and 
how to address them. Yet, its progress has been uncertain (Hardesty & Tucker, 1989), and 
many of the challenges for library-user education that existed in the past continued to exist in 
the late 1990s (Rockman, 1999). Thus, I had good reasons for my hesitancy about declaring 
library-user instruction an unqualified success.

Still, library instruction has evolved from library orientation tours and a focus on explaining 
reference works to students over the past three decades. Since the late 1990s, the academic library 
profession has engaged in increasingly sophisticated thinking regarding information literacy, as 
Tom Kirk notes in chapter 1. Academic librarians also have become more intentional in devel-
oping their teaching skills, largely through programs, such as the National Information Literacy 
Institute championed by Cerise Oberman, Dean of Library and Information Services at SUNY 
Plattsburgh, in the late 1990s (Oberman, Gratch Lindauer, & Wilson, 1998). Other librarians 
initiated numerous efforts about the same time that moved library-user education forward in 
the profession (Grassian & Clark, 1999). In fact, librarians involved in library-user education 
remain among the most creative, dynamic, and energetic members of the profession. 

Yet, most of the progress in library-user education during the past three decades, including 
the past 10 years, has been made on the library side. I have found that with few exceptions (e.g., 
Boyer, 1987), the higher education literature gives little attention to library-user education, in 
particular—or even the role of the academic library in undergraduate education, in general. 
Academic administrators too often support the library as a “good thing” in the abstract; but as I 
found in my study of chief academic officers at liberal arts colleges, few had given much thought 
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as to how they might actively support it in reality—beyond a line in the budget (Hardesty, 
1991b). Most important, certain aspects of faculty culture have historically impeded library-
instruction efforts (Hardesty, 1995). In addition to the traditional emphasis on research and 
graduate education, many classroom faculty members have never had occasion to think about 
the library as a major educational resource for undergraduate students. I discovered through my 
doctoral dissertation study, which involved interviews of dozens of classroom faculty members 
at numerous institutions and a survey of several hundred classroom faculty members at four 
institutions, relatively few of them could convincingly articulate (with evidence of application) 
how they supported the educational role of the library in undergraduate education. Certainly, a 
small number of individual faculty members could point to their integration of the library into 
their courses, but very seldom did I find evidence that classroom faculty members had discussed 
the role of the library in undergraduate education with their colleagues (Hardesty, 1991a). 

This lack of progress in engaging a significant portion of other members of higher educa-
tion, particularly classroom faculty and academic administrators, in actualizing the educational 
potential of the academic library in undergraduate education continues to concern me. Until 
more substantial progress occurs, many classroom faculty members and academic administrators 
also will not understand the need for the time and effort involved in guiding students in the use 
of the library, and the future of library-user education will remain fragile and uncertain. 

Nevertheless, I am optimistic about the future library-user education, in large part because 
of this publication and the circumstances that led to its creation and publication. My aspiration 
is that this monograph will add a much-needed dimension to library-user education by going 
beyond the academic library community. Most of the chapters are co-authored by classroom 
faculty members and librarians, and numerous other nonlibrarians have made significant 
contributions to this work, including John Gardner and Randy Swing (both from the Policy 
Center on the First Year of College), George Kuh (director of the National Survey of Student 
Engagement ), and Leticia Oseguera (reporting on research from the Higher Education Research 
Institute at UCLA). 

In fact, the monograph had its origins when John Gardner spoke at the Association of Col-
lege and Research Libraries National Conference in April 2003 and challenged the librarians 
to become more active in the first-year movement. Gardner promised that if someone would 
step forward and write a book about the role of the academic library in the first-year experi-
ence that he would get it onto the desk of higher education administrators in this country. No 
doubt, many in the room thought librarians had been quite active in promoting library-user 
instruction in all areas of higher education, including the first year. Nevertheless, after many 
years of academic librarians trying to involve classroom faculty members, academic administra-
tors, members of higher education associations, accreditation agencies, and others in library 
education with some, but often modest, success, I found myself hearing a major leader of an 
educational reform movement (i.e., the first-year experience) reach out with enthusiasm and 
challenge academic librarians to join him in his efforts to promote library-user education in 
the first college year. Here was someone representing a group with very similar interests (the 
academic success of students) to academic librarians who, for a change, was knocking on our 
door. Gardner presented an opportunity (and a challenge) to which I knew I (and my librarian 
colleagues) had to respond. The rest, as they say, is history, but, as usual, is more complicated 
than appearances might suggest. 

For example, from the beginning, I realized that to do justice to the topic that numer-
ous perspectives, particularly from nonlibrarians, must be well represented. The result is this 
monograph with most of the chapters written through the collaborations of both librarians and 
nonlibrarians, including classroom faculty members, administrators, and researchers. As further 
evidence of the collaborative nature of this work, while published by the National Resource 
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Center for The First-Year Experience and Students in Transition, it is jointly distributed by the 
Center and the Association of College and Research Libraries. 

The work is a deliberate effort to provide the reader with a description of the philosophical 
and the pragmatic, the state-of-the-present and a history of how we got here, the successes we 
have achieved, and the challenges that remain. Most important, it is a combination of numerous 
perspectives of the role of the library in the first-year experience offered by not only librarians 
in the trenches, but also classroom faculty members and leaders in higher education.

Organization of the Monograph

The monograph opens with a foreword by Guskin, which is followed by a preface by Gard-
ner and Koch that provides a brief history of the first-year experience movement and a rationale 
for closer work between librarians and the first-year educators in furthering information literacy 
efforts. The first section of the monograph offers a series of foundational chapters that describe 
information literacy and offer a glimpse at today’s entering student population. In the opening 
chapter, Kirk provides a librarian’s perspective with the recent history of information literacy 
standards and puts forth a call for action to position information literacy for a more assured 
future. Kuh, Boruff-Jones, and Mark follow with a discussion of the library’s role in promoting 
student engagement and establishing a solid foundation for academic success. In chapter 3, 
Oseguera draws upon the data from the CIRP Freshman Survey and Your First College Year 
survey to give the reader an understanding of the nature of today’s first-year college students 
and how these characteristics impact their use and experience of the library.

The next section provides a broad overview of current efforts to involve the library in the 
first-year experience. Malone and Videon (chapter 4) report on a national survey that identi-
fied model programs throughout the first year, while Boff and Johnson (chapter 5) provide an 
in-depth analysis of the results of their 2001 survey of library instruction in first-year seminars. 
In chapter 6, the late Ilene Rockman describes a system-wide effort to improve information-
competency skills in the first college year in the California State University system, the largest 
system of higher education in North America. Boff, Albrecht, and Armstrong offer an introduc-
tory glance at first-year librarian positions in chapter 7. The final two chapters in the section 
highlight specific strategies for providing information literacy instruction in the first year. In 
chapter 8, I describe characteristics of effective library assignments while Cahoy and Snavely 
(chapter 9) examine library-related cocurricular activities in the first year. 

The third section provides research frameworks through which to examine the results of 
the library involvement in the first-year experience and looks to the future. In chapter 10, 
Fitzpatrick and Swing discuss the importance of assessing library instruction in the first-year 
experience and provide examples of evaluation techniques directly relevant to the library. Since 
much of the first-year experience focuses on increasing student retention (and, more generally, 
student success), Pierard and Graves in chapter 11 provide a review of the research on student 
retention theory and discuss its implications regarding the library involvement in the first-year 
experience. In the final chapter, I look at where the library instruction movement needs to go 
in the future. 

The final section of the monograph provides the pragmatic perspective through a series 
of 13 case studies from a range of different colleges and universities. The authors report on 
long-standing and relatively new initiatives, describing processes of innovation, adaptation, 
and institutionalization. Highlighted in the case studies are strategies for collaboration, faculty 
involvement, and innovative use of technology in library instruction.

Through these contributions, this monograph brings together two innovative movements 
in higher education, both of which have their roots in the last quarter of the 20th century—the 
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first-year experience and the information literacy movements. As an academic librarian involved 
in library-user education for more than 30 years, I feel more qualified to assess its status than 
that of the first-year experience movement. As I note here (and elaborate elsewhere in this 
monograph), this volume is not intended as a record of the success of library-user education. 
While librarians involved in library-user education have accomplished much, there is still 
much to do, and it cannot be accomplished by librarians working alone. Hopefully, this work 
will provide the information and the impetus for librarians and those involved in the first-
year experience (e.g., classroom faculty, administrators, student affairs personnel, and others) 
to better understand each other’s perspectives of how our goals overlap and how, by working 
together and sharing our perspectives and expertise, we can more effectively contribute to the 
success of our students. While the reader will see that the challenges are considerable and remain 
incompletely addressed after 30 years, I also hope the reader will conclude the purpose of the 
two movements, enhanced success of our students, is too important and too overlapping for us 
not to join forces and work together. 
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